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uOttawa students take cash

S

tudents from uOttawa take first to solve one of the greatest challenges
place and runner-up honours at humanity is facing.” uOttawa students
this year’s annual Technology Majid Nagi and Altaf Khetani took
Venture Challenge
one of two runner(TVC), a business- “We think we can build up prizes of $5,000
case competition
for Spectra Glufor post-secondary this company to solve cose Check, meant
students in Eastone of the greatest to replace painful
ern Ontario. Moinvasive gluchallenges humanity and
hammed Rasool
cose monitoring
Qtaishat, founder
methods employed
is facing.”
of startup Water
by millions of diaFor All, won the $10,000 top prize for betics worldwide. Developed from
water desalination technology that uses Raman spectroscopy, the students’
a membrane distillation process to ex- product promises to reduce biohazard
tract potable water from seawater. The risks associated with conventional glunovel approach, which Mr. Qtaishat cose testing, while cutting user costs in
claims is more efficient and cost ef- half. The second runner-up prize was
fective than competing desalination given to the Queen’s University team
technologies, has already attracted the of Brian Maxwell, Mike Studl and
interest of industry, including funding Evan Glowacki, founders of Empyrea
from the Middle
Technologies, for
East Desalination
designing modular
Research Cenrobotic compoter in Oman. Mr.
nents that simplify
Qtaishat’s presenrobotic design and
tation so impressed
reduce associated
TVC’s judges that
costs. This year’s
one was moved to
TVC drew forty
hail his work as a
entrants from Car“holy grail” that
leton U, uOttawa,
could be the anAlgonquin Colswer to the critical
lege and Queen’s.
shortage of drinkThe three finalists,
ing water in many
prepared by entreparts of the world.
preneur mentors,
“It’s an amazing
presented their
feeling to be the
technology and
winner,” says Mr.
business plans to a
Qtaishat. “The
panel that included
Technology VenVCs, lawyers and
ture Challenge is
executives from
one of the greatest
Ottawa’s tech comavenues students
munity. The event
have to bring a
was sponsored by
Rasool Qtaishat
good idea to marthe Carleton’s
ket. The professors and mentors give us Foundry Program, Celtic House Venso much practical guidance and insight. ture Partners and the Ottawa TechnolWe think we can build this company ogy Transfer Network, among others.

Tech reshapes entertainment
A

enabled user interfaces for electronic
products. “The tech people that left the
bigger telecom providers created new
fter the telecom bubble burst in
companies and boosted the ranks of the
2000, many Ottawans had an unsmaller companies.”
shakeable fear that “SiliThe tech crash started comcon Valley North” would never The local tech industry is not what
panies in a new direction.
be the same again. And they were
right. The local tech industry is it was before the collapse. It is more Lean, hungry new outfits more
not what it was before the col- diversified, having artfully applied than ever began looking for
fresh market openings. They
lapse. It is more diversified, havtech knowhow to new markets. no longer had the fight, or the
ing artfully applied tech knowbacking, for a “hit or miss” aphow to new markets. One such is
the glamorous world of entertainment.
“When the tech bubble burst, the proach that once allowed tinkering with
Local tech product is already help- heavy fallout happened in the larger com- pet technology that would, just a few
ing to reshape the entertainment indus- panies in the telecommunications space, years earlier, unfailingly lure insatiable
try, altering how content is created and but this resulted in a greater variety of venture capitalists.
“Technology used for the entertaindelivered, making products for play local tech companies,” says Peter Fillat work, education at home, work at more, VP marketing and sales at Avoca ment market is clearly market driven,”
school, and any combination thereof. Semiconductor, which designs voice- says Mr. Fillmore. “Intel was technology driven. No one said they wanted
a desktop computer, but the advances
in microcircuits in the ’70s drove the
new PC market for many years. In contrast, entertainment is a big part of what
people do, and have always done…
The market is ready-made, and there
is a constant demand for more convenient products, more access to content,
and better control and search tools. We
are demanding new advances in digital
entertainment for the home and on the
move.”
By James Bowen

And all the hot action and interplay has
produced the capital’s shiny and new, if
still relatively unknown, entertainment
technology cluster.

DENZIL DOYLE describes on Page 2 the tremendous debt that high tech owes to
immigrants. NANCY CLARK on Page 6 gets to the core of why so many managers suck.
SCAN’s blogscanner BOB JANELLE, Page 8, is all a-twitter about a fast and convenient
networking tool. And the vencap philosopher ANDREW WAITMAN explores the
entrepreneur’s need to embrace the unpredictable while avoiding the badlands, P. 11.

More, see Entertainment, page 4
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Let’s recognize role models
among immigrant winners

Such people present a tremendous
opportunity for economic
development in this
region – in fact, in
many regions across
the country. For
Denzil Doyle
example, there is the
opportunity to work with our
immigration authorities to identify such
people as soon as they reach our shores
lthough there are no known and maybe even before they leave their
statistics on the subject, there own shores. However, a recent article
is plenty of evidence that im- in the Ottawa Sun (Greg Weston, May
migrants accounted for a very large per- 13th. 2008) suggests that we have a
centage of the Canadian high-tech com- long way to go in this regard. It states:
panies that were launched during the last “Among the 925,000 people currently
sixty years. In the Ottawa area, it was standing in the immigration queue, the
two Polish immigrants who launched feds apparently have no clue who has
Computing Devices of Canada in what skills, needed or otherwise.”
1948 and it was a Hungarian immigrant
If I were the economic
who launched its first spinoff (Nash development officer of an area
and Harrison). It
attempting to build
was a Russian immiAn unusually high a high-tech cluster,
grant who launched
I would get to know
proportion of
its second spinoff
as much as possible
(EDA Electronics)
current immigrants about the people in
and a British immithat queue and give
seems to be well
grant who launched
them whatever help
Leigh Instruments
educated and
they need to become
in 1960. The names
entrepreneurs.
It
determined
Terry Matthews,
turns out that such
to become
Michael Cowpland,
help is not that much
Dick Foss, Des Cundifferent from what
entrepreneurs.
ningham, and Colin
Matthews and his
There can be no
Patterson are syncompatriots needed
onymous with highgeneration ago.
doubt that there is aTerry
tech startups. They
often tells the
the equivalent of
were all British imstory about how
migrants who started
difficult it was to
a Terry Matthews
high-tech companies
raise money from the
among them.
that became very
local Welch Society
successful.
–“the stingiest lot of
In Vancouver it was an immigrant people on the face of the earth” is how
who started Glenayre Electronics, a he described them. Nonetheless, he
company that gave the area a strong base used them to help build a network.
in wireless communications that played
One of the things that might be
a heavy role in spawning the many wire- done even at this late date is to have an
less companies that exist there today.
event that would recognize the achieveIt raises the question: “Will the ments of the earlier waves of immicurrent generation of immigrants have grants. Maybe invite some of the recent
a similar impact on high-tech activity?” immigrants to mingle with them. A wall
A glance at the business plans that were plaque in some prominent location like
presented at the fourth annual Wes City Hall might also be a good idea.
Nicol business plan competition that Role models are important in the highwas recently held in Ottawa (see article tech industry; such recognition could
Page 1) suggests that they might .The pay back in spades.
entrants were students from universiGuru in one guise, angel in another,
ties across Canada and the majority Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
of them were obviously recent immi- of Canada, a professional engineer,
grants. However, in this case they were founder and former CEO of Digital
immigrants from Asia rather than from Equipment Corp. in Canada, company
the UK or continental Europe.
director, mentor, consultant, investor
The same observation applies and author of the best-selling ‘Making
to nearly every entrepreneurial event Technology Happen’. He can be reached
that I have attended lately. An unusu- at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
ally high proportion of current immigrants seems to be well educated and
national capital SCAN
determined to become entrepreneurs.
is printed on
There can be no doubt that there is
the equivalent of a Terry Matthews
recycled
among them. However, many of them
newsprint
face even greater obstacles than Matthews and Cowpland did when they
launched Mitel in the early seventies.
Some of them are still learning one
or more of our official languages and
they are not coupled into the networks
of people who can give them advice
and guidance.

Loud and Clear

A

nuggets

NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Big deal with SAIC

Allen-Vanguard Corp. signs an agreement with San Diego-based, major
intelligence, military, aerospace, engineering and systems contractor Science
Applications International Corp., to
co-develop chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive (CBRNE)
defence technologies and training solutions for the North American market.
The Ottawa-based company says the
deal could strengthen its position in the
US defence market and lead to increased
international sales. “SAIC is a significant
participant in large US Department of
Defense CBRNE hardware and logistics
programs and will be a strong and credible integration teammate. We expect
that SAIC can substantially improve our
positioning in large programs in the US
and Canada,” says Allen-Vanguard CEO
David Luxton. “The agreements with
SAIC will also help strengthen our market channels with the US government for
our broad line of counter-IED (improvised explosive devices) and CBRNE
products and services.” SAIC employs
about 44,000 people in 150 cities worldwide. It reported $8.9 billion in revenue
last fiscal year.

EJM gets upgrade
Mxi Technologies’ upgraded aviation
maintenance management software is
selected by Cincinnati-headquartered
Executive Jet Management (EJM),
a provider of aircraft management services. The Ottawa-based company says
its enhanced Maintenix solution will
be used by EJM to create an FAA-approved paperless environment that will
improve the collaboration and efficiency of maintenance and engineering departments. EJM initially employed Mxi
Technologies’ solution in 2000.

250 million shipped

SiGe Semiconductor hits a delivery
milestone, reaching more than 250 million integrated circuits (ICs) shipped.
The company’s ICs are found in consumer products, such as Wi-Fi-enabled
laptop computers, game consoles and PC
cards, manufactured by household brand
names including HP, Apple and Nintendo. Says Sohail Khan, CEO, “Shipment of 250 million ICs demonstrates
SiGe’s ability to deliver high volumes
of quality products into the demanding
consumer product markets…We are
pleased with our success and look forward to continued collaboration with
our growing customer base.” In 2007
SiGe’s sales surpassed $69 million.

Phobia tool project

Researchers and students at Algonquin
College are developing a virtual reality tool to help treat phobias, thanks to
a research grant from Colleges Ontario
Network for Industry Innovation
(CONII). Algonquin’s video game development program is working with the
cyberpsychology lab at Université du
Québec en Outaouais to develop a commercial version of a simulation tool used
by psychologists to treat irrational fears
such as arachnophobia (fear of spiders).
The existing technology combines specialized eyewear and images projected
onto six surfaces of a square room (walls,
floor and ceiling) to create a lifelike,
three-dimensional scene depicting various objects or situations that induce fear
in phobic patients. The stimuli are introduced gradually, allowing the patient to
overcome his or her fear in a progressive
manner. The students’ design, which uses
a graphical interface for PCs or laptops, is
a portable version of the tool that doesn’t
require specialized training to run, making it a viable option for office settings.
“This is an excellent example of the synergy between colleges, universities and

industry,” says John Omura, project
manager of Applied Research and Innovation at Algonquin. “It further demonstrates that the skill sets we develop at the
college level are very complementary to
the objectives of university researchers
and professionals.” The lightweight version of the simulation tool will initially
be distributed to Canadian cyperpsychology researchers and practitioners participating in the Canada Cyberpsychology
and Anxiety Virtual Lab at McMaster
University. It is also expected to have
commercial potential in markets outside
of Canada. CONII, a three-year, $3.5
million innovation network funded by
the Ontario Ministry of Research and
Innovation, links 10 of the province’s
top colleges, including Algonquin, Conestoga, Humber and Sheridan.

Keeping Indy up
to speed
BelAir Networks is helping Indy Racing League communications reach new
speeds, by upgrading the racing tour’s
high speed wireless and wireless mesh
equipment. Privately-held BelAir’s says
its gear will enable real-time transmission of race-related data and voice communications at the fifteen US IndyCar
Series races this year, plus an additional
16 events that comprise the Firestone
Indy Lights Series, the IRL’s driver
development series. Indy car racing is
staged on closed courses ranging from
ovals to elaborate street courses wending
through city buildings. To meet the challenges of the different terrain’s, where
drivers will push there cars up to 220
MPH, BelAir Networks wireless nodes
are being deployed in custom configurations “The Indy Racing League is synonymous with speed and we’re excited
to be supporting the races where the best
and fastest compete,” says Dave Park,
BelAir’s VP of product marketing.
“We’re proud to work with a world leader in racing to build high-speed wireless
broadband networks deployable in hours
that can sustain the demands of multiple
concurrent applications.” Mr. Park can

be found hosting a series of webcasts
examining high-performance mesh networks for sports venues, and featuring a
case study on the Indy Racing League
deployments, at www.belairnetworks.
com/webcasts.

First wireless licence

Mosaid Technologies Inc. signs up its
first licensee for its patented wireless
technology. The Ottawa-based company says Osaka’s Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., best known
for its Panasonic brand of products,
signed a six-and-half-year term licence
for Mosaid’s wireless technology for,
notably, Wi-Fi, WiMAX and CDMAenabled notebook PCs. Mosaid bought
its 20 wireless technology patents last
Feb. from Agere Systems (now LSI
Corp.) for $70 million, as it shed its
semiconductor business to become a
pure-play patent licencer.

Mitel joins The
Climate Registry

Mitel becomes a Founding Reporter
of The Climate Registry, “a nonprofit organization established to
measure and publicly report greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in a common, accurate, and transparent manner consistent across industry sectors
and borders,” as defined by standards
set by World Resources Institute
and World Business Council on
Sustainability. “Mitel has demonstrated exemplary environmental
leadership by courageously stepping

forward to support The Climate Registry in its preliminary stages. We are
deeply grateful for their integral support in helping to address the challenge of climate change,” says Gina
McCarthy, chair of The Climate
Registry. Mitel is the first provider of
business communications solutions
to join the organization, founded by
39 US states, six Canadian provinces,
three Native American tribes, eight
Mexican states and the District of
Columbia. The company has already
moved unilaterally to reduce its carbon footprint by composting waste,
reducing electricity consumption and
installing low-flush toilets, to name
just a few energy-saving measures
initiated across operations. But undoubtedly the most important thing
the Ottawa-based business is doing
to reduce GHG is business itself.
“Mitel’s comprehensive portfolio of
communications solutions enables
customers to lower their impact on
the environment through reduced
corporate travel and commuting,
less power consumption, and the recycling of IT related E-waste,” says
Don Smith, Mitel’s CEO. “Consider
that a roundtrip from New York to
Chicago produces 0.35 tons of carbon
and flying the US coast to coast accounts for one ton of carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases per person. In this regard, teleworking helps
spare the environment 3.6 tons of pollutants per teleworker per year.” Forty
percent of Mitel’s own employees are
teleworkers.
More, see Nuggets, page 4

If Canada is a land of opportunity,
why is an engineer serving fast food?
g.

Mei Yin, En
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Nicol rewards students for ideas and potential
By Karen Secord

cartridge refills at seven Canadian colleges. It is an eco-friendly alternative
ix teams of up and coming busi- that keeps the cartridges out of landness visionaries – whittled down fills where it is believed they can take
from the student population at 450 years to decompose.
15 of Canada’s best post-secondary
Business ideas ran the gamut from
schools – shared an Ottawa platform an upscale ski lodge featuring organic
May 6 at the 4th national Wes Nicol food offerings in Revelstoke, British
Entrepreneurial Awards.
Columbia, to a wearable vital signs
The brainchild of Wes Nicol, founder monitoring patch (see sidebar).
of Tartan Homes and the legal firm NiKeynote speaker for the 2008 Award
col and Lazier, the awards are designed Ceremony was Frank McKenna,
to encourage entrepreneurial spirit deputy chairman of the TD Bank and
among students from all disciplines.
former premier of New Brunswick
“I wanted to do something for the and ambassador to the United States.
vast majority – the
“Entrepreneurs
silent majority at
are a fearless lot.
“I wanted to do
university – the
They see opporstudents who don’t something for the vast tunity where most
get the credit or
nothing. They
majority – the silent see
the awards like the
take risks when
athletes do, for ex- majority at university most do nothing,”
ample. I wanted to
McKenna
– the students who said
give everybody the
prior to the event.
opportunity to get
don’t get the credit “Through their
into business for
character and conor the awards like
themselves and to
viction, our nation
the athletes do.”
have a way to do
has grown and
it,” says Mr. Nicol.
prospered. This enAfter presentations by all six teams, trepreneurial spirit is now on display
Wilfred Laurier’s business and eco- with a new generation of Canadians.
nomics student Christopher Carmi- We must encourage their ambitions
chael won the national entrepreneur- and recognize their success. That is a
ial award and $5,000. His company, key aim of the Nicol Award and one
Campus Ink, provides competitively reason I’m so pleased to support [it].”
priced ink cartridge refills. A portion
Entering the final round of a the comof the proceeds ($1 per refill) is invest- petition were teams from Acadia, Cared in businesses in developing coun- leton, the University of Guelph, uOttries. Currently Campus Ink offers fast tawa, Wilfred Laurier and Waterloo.

S

Wes Nicol with the team from Carleton.
New this year was a regional competition, established in response to the
growth in the number of participating universities and colleges. Seven
schools from Southwestern Ontario
competed for cash and prizes in the Nicol LaunchPad $50K Venture Creation
Competition. The LaunchPad competition assisted with narrowing down the
growing number of teams vying to attend the national event in Ottawa.
Launched in 1997 at Carleton, where
Mr. Nicol served on the board of governors for nine years, the premise behind the awards was to create a culture
where students with ideas, drive and
determination are mentored by experienced business professionals.
“It’s very enjoyable to see these
bright young students when they come
to Ottawa,” says Mr. Nicol. “We show

them that the business community
Mr. Nicol graduated with a general
cares. We let them know that we want arts degree from Carleton in 1954,
them to succeed.”
which awarded him the degree of
According to Mr. Nicol, his award Doctor of Laws, honoris causa in
program is unique among others be- November 2006. In 2001 he received
cause it is true-to-life. The process, the Carleton Alumni Entrepreneur of
which began in the fall 2007, mirrors the Year award.
the real-world presKnown as an
sures and conditions
angel
investor,
“Entrepreneurs are a
that an entrepreneur
Mr. Nicol is an
fearless lot. They see O t t a w a - b a s e d
faces in attracting financial backing and
opportunity where p h i l a n t h r o p i s t
support. Participants
with a penchant
most see nothing.
not only test their
for
supporting
ideas but build netstartThey take risks when young
works and establish
ups with a good
most do nothing.”
mentors.
business
plan.
Mr. Nicol’s adHis
charitable
vice to budding young entrepreneurs? foundation and the entrepreneurial
“Stick with it. If you’ve got the drive, awards are funded by his family’s
make it work.”
business success.

Entertainment being reshaped by local technology ...from page 1
The market for digital home entertainment products is well-established
and growing rapidly. According to the
Parks Associates report, High-end
Entertainment Systems: Analysis and
Forecasts (Feb. 2008), “Total US revenues for installed home theaters and
multi-room audio systems will grow
from $6 billion in 2007 to more than
$11 billion by 2012.” And “the number of new installations is expected to
grow 67% over the same period, from
166,000 per year in 2007 to 277,000
by 2012.” The market for mobile devices is enjoying similar growth. Mobile Media and Entertainment in the
US: forecasts 2007-2012 (Analysys
Ltd., March 2008), predicts that the
mobile media and entertainment market is set to more than double in five
years, increasing from US$3.1 billion
to US$6.6 billion.
Mr. Fillmore is currently looking at
ways to bring Ottawa’s entertainment
technology producers and content providers together, to stimulate collaborative endeavour and form a collective
vision of what lays ahead. “There is
so much information about trends, investors, user expectations and market
niches. Companies need to meet and
share what they know,” he says.
Understanding of the market is evolving, taking companies from one niche
to another as they learn the lay of the
land. A case in point is GridIron Software, whose new product, Flow, won
“Best in Show” at Macworld 2008 in
 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

San Francisco. Flow is a digital content was established at a time when pure animation and software tools for animanagement solution that simplifies digital entertainment solutions were few mation. “[BlackCherry] is extending
the design process for users working on and far between and consumers eagerly the existing tools for animation,” says
graphic design, web and video projects. snapped up new products as soon as they Mr. Seck, adding that his is primarily
The company originally provided grid- hit the market.
a “creative” company. “Then we will
computing capability for desktop com“Original equipment manufacturers have both software tools and animaputer networks, before changing tack (OEMs) today want a business case, tion films to take to market.”
and tailoring products to graphics de- and consumers just want simplicity,
Local expertise in developing and
signers using computer-intense Adobe not ‘prototypes.’ They aren’t willing applying technology to the entertainAfterEffects software.
to buy brand new stuff,” says Mr. ment market is still evolving. Yet local
IPeak Network, maker of network Benglia, who believes Ottawa is as expertise in TV, film and animation proacceleration solution IP4000, followed good a place as any for a company to duction has been around for decades.
a similar migratory route.
The Ottawa International
The company originally Entertainment is a big part of what peo- Animation Festival was
focused on enhancing netestablished in 1975, and
ple do, and have always done…
works for the enterprise
well before that maverick
market but soon set sights
The market is ready-made, and there is producer Budge Crawley
on the consumer market
was relentlessly building
where the demand for a constant demand for more convenient a studio in Hintonburg
real-time video streaming
that would rival the Naproducts, more access to content,
is huge. Matthew Wiltional Film Board, then
and better control and search tools.
liams, IPeak’s president,
headquartered in Ottawa,
sees a market full of opin film output.
portunities unexploited by local en- make a stand in today’s tough, mature
Despite a history of local success
trepreneurs. “Ottawa companies start market for “digital lifestyle” products. stories, the path to market has not alwithin their comfort zone, and we “Ottawa has a great pool of experi- ways been an easy one for Ottawa’s
need to expand that comfort zone,” he enced R&D talent to pull from, to de- entertainment tech companies. Ron
says. “We need a better understanding velop cutting-edge technologies that Glibbery, VP of marketing at Kleer
of the consumer side of the market, for enable the digital lifestyle and allow Semiconductor, points out that alone thing.”
people to access content,” he says.
though the company’s wireless techMarc-Antoine Benglia, president
“3D animation was practically in- nology was developed at Carleton
and CEO of Axentra Corporation, vented in Canada. Films such as Find- University, it was an “outside” vengot his “comfort zone” experience on ing Nemo and Shrek both used Cana- ture capitalist who helped define the
the consumer side of the market while dian software tools,” notes John Seck, company’s market. With the VC’s
working for local tech icon Corel. Axen- president and CEO of BlackCherry guidance, Kleer focused on producing
tra, which makes a home server platform Digital Media, which is using a dou- a chip that provides the raw technolofor displaying and sharing content such ble-barreled business model to supply gy for transporting high-quality digital
as personal photos, videos and music, the entertainment industry with both stereo audio over a wireless link. Sold
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by OEMs in a wide array of consumer
electronics, Kleer’s product fits with
the pyramid approach espoused by Ottawa tech doyen Denny Doyle in his
book Making Technology Happen.
To wit: find a technology with lots of
market applications…
And sometimes the path to market
needs a little guidance from those unsung heroes, retailers. “We absolutely
need retailers who are willing to put
a new product on their valuable shelf
space, allowing the local tech company
to get experience with customer reactions and close orders from early buyers,” says Mr. Fillmore. “Then, when
we approach a larger US sales outlet,
we have the credibility of saying this
product has been sold in our local market, and you can sell it and make money with it.” Avoca is now introducing
its product through Stittsville retailer
Signature Audio/V Video.
According to Mr. Fillmore, we currently have the critical mass of companies in Ottawa to form a cluster, one
that can produce content and make the
products to deliver it to a global market. His idea for a name: Entertainment
Technology Cluster or ET Cluster. An
idea worth entertaining.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
Telfer School of Management. If you
have ideas for future market or technology focused articles, send them to
jbowen@ces.on.ca

orbits

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Jacques Brault

is elected to the board of directors at
chemistry products company Chemaphor Inc. A businessman with extensive background in the food service
industry, Mr. Brault is president and
majority shareholder of several financial holding companies. He is also the
CEO and owner of a commercial real
estate-related company.

BTI Systems

appoints its chairman, Gregory Koss, to
the position of CEO, while independent
board member, Allan M. Kline, becomes
CFO. Mr. Koss succeeds president and
CEO Lance Lanking, who is leaving

the company. Mr.
Koss was previously
CEO of Massachusetts-based Internet
Photonics, a spinoff
of Bell Labs. He also
served in top position
at Sonoma Systems,
which Nortel bought
Allan M. Kline
in October 2000. Mr.
Kline was formerly CFO at Skyworks
Solutions and Acterna Corp., among
others. He began his career at Arthur
Young & Co. where he was a partner
for six years. He holds a BBA from the
University of Massachusetts an MBA
from the University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School of Business.

nuggets
Deal with Sun

March Networks enters an arrangement with Sun Microsystems Inc. to
sell video surveillance products combined with high-density storage servers.
The deal will see March says integrate
its VideoSphere video management
software and systems with the Sun Fire
x64 servers, which provide up to 48
terabytes of video storage capacity.

CryptoCard,
HSC wed solutions

Digital security provider CryptoCard
and Harris Computer Services, Ottawa-based companies both, enter into a
partnership that will see CryptoCard’s
two-factor authentication technology
married to HSC’s security solutions.
With plans to enter the managed security services market, HSC selected
CryptoCard’s technology to complement its own offerings, including SonicWall, TZ and Pro. “We’ve found that
many companies need a more strategic
approach to their security policies no
matter what size,” says Ernie Sherman, president of HSC. “Our partnership with CryptoCard not only expands our security portfolio to include
two-factor authentication, but it allows
us to help customers protect their current investments and enhance their
strategic network technology needs
in the future.” CryptoCard’s positive
identification technology uses onetime passwords to help organizations
secure their networks by eliminating
weak, “static” passwords, which are
commonly forgotten, mismanaged or
easily cracked.

Georgian deployment

BTI Systems’ bandwidth-increasing solution, Netsender, is deployed
by telecommunications services

company Railway Telecom for sites
across the Eurasian nation of Georgia as well as Azerbaijan. Railway
Telecom, which was founded by
Georgian Railway Ltd., chose BTI’s
Netstender 2060 system to increase
network capacity for mobile operators, Internet service providers and
telecom carriers.

Connecting M3

DragonWave Inc.’s wireless networking product, AirPair, is selected
by M3 Wireless to provide backhaul
(connectivity) for 27 sites across M3’s
meshed network spanning the island
of Bermuda. “With demand intensifying for personal broadband services
such as WiMAX, wireless backhaul
is a growing concern for service providers,” says DragonWave CEO Peter Allen. “Our AirPair product has
a strong track record of providing
cost-effective, dependable backhaul
in markets worldwide, and we look
forward to working with M3 Wireless
as it continues to expand its offerings
in Bermuda.” M3 is the only cellular
data and voice services provider in
Bermuda.

Acquisition finalized

Enablence Technologies wraps up its
buyout of Wave7 Optics. Enablence,
which makes optical components for
the fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) market,
paid US$10.5 million and 2,078,385
common shares for the Georgia-based
company. Wave7 makes FTTH systems that deliver voice, video and
data services. “Every home connected
with FTTH service requires an optical network terminal with an optical
transceiver inside. Enablence is now
in a position to be a supplier of both
ONTs and transceivers,” says Arvind
Chhatbar, CEO of Enablence.
More, see Nuggets, page 8

GasTOPS

employees Dr. Bernard MacIsaac,
founder and former CEO, and William
Rogers, production
manager, respectively receive the C.D.
Howe and Romeo
Vachon Awards
for outstanding
achievements in the
field of Canadian aviation. Dr. MacIsaac
founded GasTOPS Dr. Bernard
Ltd. in 1979 and built MacIsaac
the company from a
one-man firm into an
international aviation
supplier with operations in Ottawa, Halifax, and Pensacola,
Florida. He is a registered professional
engineer and a fellow
William
and past president of
Rogers
the Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute (CASI).
Mr. Rogers has been instrumental in
modernizing the production performance of GasTOPS’ aviation products.
He is a graduate of the Nova Scotia Institute of Technology and a member of
the Ontario Association of Certified
Engineering Technicians and Technologists. The honorees received their
awards at the CASI annual conference
in Montreal.

Kris Hagerman

is named interim Corel Corp.’s interim
CEO, the position vacated by outgoing David Dobson who is leaving for

personal reasons and to
take a senior role with
another company. Mr.
Hagerman was formerly a senior adviser
at Vector Capital,
the firm trying to buy
Corel, as previously
announced. Prior to
that, he served as group president, data
centre management, at Symantec. Mr.
Hagerman has also held senior positions
with Veritas Software Corporation, was
the founder and CEO of two consumer
Internet companies, and worked in various
roles at Silicon Graphics and McKinsey
& Company Inc. He holds an MBA
from Stanford Graduate School of Business, and received a master’s degree in
international relations from Cambridge
and a bachelor’s degree in Russian and
economics from Dartmouth College. Mr.
Dobson will stay on with Corel, as a board
director, during a transition period. He has
yet to reveal to which company he is going, but says it has an Ottawa connection
and that he and his family will likely move
to New England.

bachelor’s degree in computer science.
He speaks fluent English and Urdu,
and is currently sharpening his French
skills. Originally from Rawalpindi,
Mr. Navqi has chosen to make Ottawa
his home.

Jawad Naqvi

Tom Tighe

joins Pronexus as a telecom support engineer and a member of the
company’s customer
care team. Mr. Naqvi
came to Pronexus, a
provider of voice applications and development tools, from
Dell Canada. He
graduated in 2005
from uOttawa with

Sam Morcos

is appointed VP of global sales and
field operations at Third Brigade. Mr.
Morcos spent the last
20 years in high tech
customer and partner relations, and focused on enterprise
security during the
second half of that
time. Most recently
he was the senior VP,
sales and services, at Entrust Inc.,
where over the years he held senior
management positions in sales, channel
programs and operations, including VP
of operations, Asia Pacific and Latin
America. He was also VP of worldwide
sales at Klocwork Inc. and, before
that, spent nine years at Digital Equipment Corp.

is appointed president of Enablence’s
recently established networks division,
previously Wave7, the Georgia-based
firm acquired by Enablence in May. Mr.
Tighe has held senior executive management positions at Antec, AT&T Network
Systems and AT&T Bell Laboratories.
He graduated in 1985 with a BSME from
Wentworth Institute of Technology in
Boston, and holds an MBA from the University of Massachusetts.

✔ Practice IT workplace English
✔ Learn Canadian workplace culture
✔ Be part of hands-on projects and placements
✔ Access job referrals and networking with employers
Enquiry and Registration
Ottawa Chinese Community Service Centre
381 Kent Street Suite 208, Ottawa K2P 2A8

Tel. 613-235-4875 ext. 124

ying.xie@ottawachineseservices.org
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Making capable managers is often
up to the people working for them
measure up. There are a number of reasons why
poor management continues to abound in our
workplaces.
Many managers (especially in our
high tech and engineering sectors) simply do not know how to be a supportive
NANCy ClARK
manager. They were promoted because
they were technically superior in their job. Instead of remaining as key resources in a technical capacity many were moved into the management ranks without so much as a workshop
f you have worked for a few managers in your to attend for training.
Being a supportive manager takes time.
career you have probably encountered bosses
who have caused you to spend your time job Dr. Duxbury’s research has shown that a supsearching. Luckier ones may be inspired by the portive manager typically works 22 hours per
boss to be fully engaged and enjoying their work, month more than the mixed and non-supportbut why is it so common to have a manager who ive managers.
However, most bonus and compensation
you simply think is a jerk? It’s not as if there’s
any shortage of books written and seminars de- programs do not reward supportive managers.
The goals and objectives set
livered on the principles and
practice of management.
The short of it is that for managers almost always
focus solely on output and
The simple fact is that
there are too few good man- the majority of us are results and not on how supportive of their employees
agers today. Ottawa has seen
working for a less
they are.
many companies dramaticalthan ideal manager.
The culture of the organily expand their workforce.
zation is part of the problem
We have also seen many
companies suffer layoffs and workforce reduc- and does not encourage supportive managers.
tions. In times of reorganization we have seen Many organizations are obsessed with policy
the layers of middle management essentially and procedures to measure output and produceliminated, administrative staff reduced, work- tivity and they are regularly in reactive or crisis
loads that are out of control and spans of control management mode.
The short of it is that the majority of us are
increase. Yet in even some of the most chaotic
and unstable environments some managers are working for a less than ideal manager. But where
still able to have a loyal, dedicated, productive there are problems there are also opportunities.
There are many things one can do to be a supworkforce.
Dr. Linda Duxbury is one of Canada’s lead- portive employee. Start by recognizing that 85%
ing workplace health researchers. Her extensive of managers really do want to be good at it and
research has categorized managers into three only 15% are basically hopeless. If your mantypes. About 45% of managers are supportive ager falls into the latter category, move on for
and if you work for one of these you are indeed your own sake.
Otherwise, if you are committed to try to make
fortunate. Close to 40% of managers are mixed.
The mixed manager tries to exhibit the right it work with your boss, start by modelling the demanagement behaviours but is not consistent. sired behaviour yourself. Provide feedback and
Working for this type of manager will leave the information to your manager on a regular basis.
Suggest ways to improve
employee highly stressed, as
efficiencies and to reduce
one never knows how they
Most bonus and
workloads. Explain the type
will react. The remaining
compensation
of support and training you
15% of managers are nonneed. Encourage your mansupportive. It can actually
programs do not
ager to participate in training
be less stressful to work for
reward supportive
as well. Ensure when work
a non-supportive manager
is given to you that you fully
managers.
than for mixed. Non-supunderstand the requirements
porters at least are consistent
and therefore one knows what to expect (poor and deadlines and don’t be afraid to ask questions. Then deliver the results and ask for feedbehaviour) from them.
Good managers are consistent in regularly back. Be appreciative when your manager has
providing feedback, both positive and construc- spent time with you. They need to hear that you
tive. They are effective communicators, which noticed and it’s another nudge toward influencincludes the ability to listen. They are respect- ing their reciprocal behaviour.
Nancy Clark, president and CEO of Enaful of employees and ensure employee development through coaching, mentoring and training. vance Consulting Inc., is an HR development
And they focus on the outcomes that employees professional who has been through every mill
achieve not just the hours they work or the met- from the explosive growth of JDS Uniphase in
the late ‘90s to a government agency in reorg
rics to track results.
Every manager could probably recite the above mode, with stops at Marconi, Iogen and other
list of behaviours that they should be exhibiting hot spots in between. She can be reached at
yet more than half of today’s management fails to nancy_clark@primus.ca
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Twitter tweets for columnist left at home New site watches Ottawa tech
cellphone or from a variety of desktop woke up and grabbed the morning paclients made by third-party per from my doorstep. The front page
developers.
Among story was about Public Service Alliance
those clients is Snit- of Canada looking to negotiate higher
ter, created by local pay rates for government workers who
freelance developer were “always on” because they were
Robert Janelle
carrying Blackberries. Returning to my
Jonathan Snook.
The platform eventually computer, I saw there was already comgained popularity among people al- mentary from public servants on Twitready blogging because it makes the ter regarding the move (the early tweets
n a May weekend, I’m stuck in posts portable, allowing bloggers to were uniformly against the idea).
Unfortunately, for all the interesting
Ottawa while all the cool tech add a widget to their blog that would
people are in Toronto at mesh, contain short status updates, not nec- uses Twitter has, there are some problems
as well. The biggest one being reliability.
Canada’s web conference.
essarily worthy of a full post.
But I’m not entirely excluded thanks
As more and more people start using Twitter outages have become a punchline
to micro-blogging platform Twitter, the service, it becomes more valuable. in the tech blogosphere, since as usage
which lets me follow along with peo- As with most social media platforms, grows, the service seems to have had
problems scaling. Large numbers of posts
ple’s posts (known as “tweets” in Twit- networking is one of the chief uses.
are often the cause, often
ter terms). As I work
on projects, I get up- As I work on projects, I get updates at the bottom bringing the database
during big conferdates at the bottom of
of my screen from people at the conference, down
ence events.
my screen from people
Along with system
at the conference, post- posting key points made by presenters, along
failures
many industry
ing key points made by
with their opinions on those points.
observers have wonpresenters, along with
their opinions on those points.
FaveQuest CEO Allan Isfan, who dered after more than two years of exTwitter, originally called Twtr, did attend mesh, would later tell me istence just how the product is meant
launched in March of 2006 asking us- that along with providing updates on to generate revenue, though Twitter is
ers who signed up for an account to the seminars, he was able to use it to hardly alone in solving that mystery
answer one question: “what are you coordinate lunch meet-ups with col- when it comes to Web 2.0 start-ups.
But regardless of its faults, Twitdoing?” The answer is then posted in leagues, taking advantage of the inter is certainly a fun distraction when
a public time line that other users can stant messaging functionality.
subscribe to. Subscribers can also send
When the San Francisco-based com- it’s up and running properly and has
a direct reply to the original poster, pany first launched, there were quite grown into a useful tool in the social
making Twitter somewhat of a cross a few jokes made. Many tech pundits networked world.
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalbetween a blogging platform and an wondered what the value was in peoinstant messaging client.
ple posting that they were going to the ist who has plied his trade at the CitiThe service is also about being con- fridge to get a drink, posting that they zen and Kingston’s Whig-Standard.
cise, imposing a 140 character limit had retrieved a drink and finally posting A bilingual grad of Algonquin’s JSchool, where he won awards for both
on each tweet, including spaces. That that the drink had been consumed.
said, it’s also portable, giving users a
But in some ways, it’s just inter- writing and photography, he is a selfvariety of ways to post. Updates can esting to see what folks are up to and confessed video game addict. Readers
be sent through the Twitter web site it- specifically, to see immediate com- can follow Bob’s musings on Twitter at
self, by sending a text message from a mentary. For example, last month I twitter.com/loudandskittish .
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By Robert Janelle

B

etween news web sites and
blogs, information has become
quite scattered across the Internet. This is what programmer Peter
Rochon discovered while trying to
follow the Ottawa technology sector
and led to creating a solution: Ottawa
Tech Watch.
Anyone interested in following the
high-tech scene in Ottawa can point
their browsers to Mr. Rochon’s site at
www.ottawatechwatch.com and see
aggregated headlines from 28 different hand-picked news sources including the Ottawa Business Journal and
National Capital Scan. Blogs like
Start-Up Ottawa are also pulled in to
provide headlines. Along with looking
at sites covering the technology sector,
Ottawa Tech Watch also pulls in information from provincial and federal
government sources like the National
Research Council.
The site began as a personal project
for Mr. Rochon, who ha been working in the local technology sector
since 1990, starting at Corel and now
as director of product management

for Level Platforms. (Mr. Rochon
makes clear that this is his pet project and in no way affiliated with any
employers.)
“I’ve been tracking various news,
buzz and happenings based on personal
interest,” he says. To make this easier,
he programmed a back-end to pull in
news from his favourite sources. After
showing the system to a few friends,
they immediately wanted access to it
as well. This led to putting it all up on
the web for everyone to access.
Since going live in February, the
site has been receiving several hundred visitors a day from a wide range
of areas besides Ottawa. Site visitors
have been coming from the United
States all the way to Japan. According to Mr. Rochon, it’s become fairly
popular among investors.
“I think it’s a good resource for
anyone who wants to follow the Ottawa tech community,” says Mr. Rochon
who is currently soliciting feedback
for improvements. So far the biggest
request is for an RSS feed to make the
headlines even easier to access which
he says is among the upgrades already
planned.

nuggets
Losses, revenue cut
Major deal with
US army

OSI Geospatial inks a five-year,
US$10-million contract with the
US Army, its largest deal yet with
long-standing customer. The Ottawa-based navigational systems
maker says the deal will see its US
systems operations division supply
the US Army with land-based command-and-control products and engineering services. OSI believes the
new contract could lead to increased
business in the US, UK and Canada
where the military is developing
combat modernization programs to
reduce casualties and strengthen operation readiness.
 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Espial records revenue of $1.3 million in Q1, a steep drop from $2.2
million a year ago, as software licence and royalty revenue falls by
61.2% to $519,649. However, the
Internet TV products maker also narrows losses to $1.8 million from $1.9
million by reigning in operating and
sales costs to hedge against slowerthan-anticipated growth in the IPTV
industry. “Revenue and consistency
of revenue is still a difficult measure
for the near-term success of our business,” says CEO Jaison Dolvane.
“The integration, deployment and
subscriber ramp for IPTV has proven
more difficult than initially expected,
and as such is taking longer than previous forecasts.”
More, see Nuggets, page 9

nuggets
Volex all but gone

Volex Canada Inc., a manufacturer
of technology cables and systems, is
cutting its Ottawa workforce by 80%.
A company spokesperson says that
while the division of U.K.-based Volex Group intends to maintain a presence in the capital, it will also reduce
its local staff of 40 to eight sales and
engineering staff. As recently as 2005,
the firm employed 125 workers at its
25,000-square foot Kanata light manufacturing facility. About four years earlier, Volex terminated the jobs of 115
workers as sales to key clients Nortel
and JDS Uniphase weakened.

Connecting with
Calif. co.

Energate Inc., the Ottawa-based maker
of smart thermostats, teams up with California’s Trilliant Inc. to create products
for managing energy use and output.
Energate’s technology will be combined
with Trilliant’s platform, which has applications that feature time-of-use rates,
critical peak pricing, and consumer messaging. Energate’s solutions are designed
to meet security and environmental concerns by helping to reduce reliance on
power plants and avoid blackouts.

Data Net (ODN) of Columbia, Mo. The
Ottawa-based company did not reveal
how many of the antennas have been
installed, but said the vehicle-mounted
gear would provide emergency two-way
communication for the State of Missouri in the event of a crisis or disaster.
“We are very pleased to be able to add
the State of Missouri to our long list of
worldwide emergency management system users,” says C-COM chief executive Leslie Klein. “The ODN-supplied
solution will provide the MoDOT with
a reliable satellite-based emergency response communication system capable
of delivering VoIP and radio-over-Internet-protocol (RoIP) services, as well as
interoperability between various emergency management groups.”

bilities and performance of TIBCO’s
Rendezvous software. “We are pleased
to be working with TIBCO, the world
leader in deployed high-performance
messaging infrastructure, to raise the
stakes in messaging,” says Solace

CEO Craig Betts. “By meshing their
years of experience and superior software with our unique hardware knowledge, TIBCO is ideally positioned to
revolutionize how information is distributed globally.”

ENGINEER

A NEW FUTURE

…WITH A MASTER’S DEGREE IN
TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION MANAGEMENT!

$5.5-million score

Fiber optic networking solutions BTI
Systems nets $5.5 million in venture
debt financing from Toronto-based
Wellington Financial LLP. The investor says it was attracted to the Ottawa-based company’s “cutting edge”
technology, which expands network
bandwidth to support increased traffic
driven by rich video applications and
media content. BTI plans to use the financing for new product development
and working capital.

Gear bought by
MoDOT

C-COM Satellite Systems Inc. has its
mobile antenna systems deployed by the
Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) through reseller Orbital

based messaging software company
TIBCO Software Inc. The Ottawaheadquartered maker of content networking equipment says it is helping
TIBCO develop and manufacture an
appliance that will accelerate the capa-

Develop your leadership skills in the management of
innovation, technology strategy, new product development,
and commercialization.
If you’re an experienced engineering professional, Carleton offers
you two graduate programs in technology innovation management:
Q

Master of Engineering (MEng) is a web-based degree that you
can earn from your desktop while interacting with classmates,
professors and researchers.

Q

Master of Applied Science (MASc) is an on-campus research degree
with small classes and intense student-supervisor interaction.

Visit our website on June 17 at 3:00 pm for a virtual
information session.
Apply online now for fall 2008!

Hardware for TIBCO

Solace Systems signs an agreement to
manufacture hardware for California-

www.carleton.ca/tim
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Learning to embrace the unpredictable while avoiding the badlands
Why does Bear Stearns stock trade
at $30 a share on a Friday,
sell for $2 a share the
following Sunday?
Why do certain
ANDREW WAITMAN products succeed
while others fail, such
as the iPod versus the RIO
MP3 player? Why are some CEOs
heroes one day and villains the
he universe, and life itself, next? Why does an economic crisis
likely began because of it. occur somewhere in the world every
Biological diversity and evo- few years? Do government attempts
lution depend on it. You (yes, I mean to prevent the next crisis reduce or
you the reader) exist because of it. increase the odds of it occurring?
With just one “random” perturbation In politics, if Florida election oror small change in the lives of your ganizers had improved their voting
parents, grandparents or great-grand- ballot, would there have been no inparents, your entire history evapo- vasion of Iraq? A Canadian mother
rates: In fact, you
traveling to Hong
evaporate.
Kong with her son
Recognize the
Scientists
call
dies from SARS
this “sensitive deimportant random in Toronto and the
pendence on initial
is paravariables that will country
conditions.” Dislyzed with the fear
ease and war that
improve your odds of a pandemic.
didn’t kill your anHow does the enof success. In venture trepreneur
cestors and the fact
embrace
that your ancient
capital fundraising, this unpredictable
ancestors
were
random nature
qualify the venture and
clever enough to alof life and busilude predators, the
ness? First, one
firms thoroughly
choice of school
must recognize that
and quickly.
your parents went
outcomes are not
to, who they met
entirely
random.
prior, the emotional and environmen- There are many variables that can be
tal factors that made them physically controlled to increase the probability
engage, the health of your mother’s of the desired outcomes. Historically,
uterus, the competency of the doc- military battles have been won by
tor delivering you (did he wash his technical superiority, tactical innovahands properly after performing an tion and focused leadership. This is
autopsy that morning), and a myriad true in business as well.
of other circumstances could have
Narrowing the scope of what canslightly changed and there would be not be controlled or predicted while
no you right now.
attending to those variables that have
Randomness (uncertainty and un- succeeded in the past will improve
predictability about future events or the probability of success. The 1963
outcomes) envelops everything, ev- Bay-of-Pigs military fiasco in Cuba,
erywhere, everyday in our world. It pursued by the United States, demsurprises me that this insight is not onstrated the limits of controlling the
widely understood or appreciated.
outcome with poor planning, perspecScientists would argue that a great tive and purpose.
deal that seems random actually beThe efforts and variables involved in
haves predictably
raising venture capior
deterministital are often unappreHustle in the
cally according to
ciated or poorly unthe known laws
derstood. As in many
badlands is just
of science. These
business processes,
wasted time.
processes are often
venture fundraising
extremely complex
is fraught with comThe more high
and only unpreplexity and unpredictquality the activity, ability. The numerous
dictable when not
knowing the initial
random variables inthe more you
conditions. Scienclude your timing in
achieve results.
tists concede that
approaching a fund
this is not necessariHigh selectivity in and its availability of
ly so at the quantum
capital, the connechigh volume can
mechanical
level
tions you have to its
where randomness
keep the random principles and their
reigns. But for pracunderstanding and
dragon tamed.
tical purposes, in
interest in your marthe chaotic nature of
ket space, the macro
most observable systems, such as our economic environment affecting their
universe, the earth, weather, biologi- desire to deploy capital in your industry,
cal evolution and so on, we perceive a your company’s competitive dynamics
great deal of randomness.
and awareness of these factors and the
In business this is particularly personal chemistry between you and the
true in a myriad of ways. Attempt principles at the funding firm are all imto understand how market forces portant.
set prices, for example. Why is a
The “random dragon” can nevStarbucks’ cappuccino $4 and one er be slayed entirely but it can be
at Tim Horton’s is half that cost? tamed. How? First, don’t waste time

Money Talks

T

or resources chasing the dragon in
For example, take customer and until something works. High selecthe badlands. Badlands are low revenue growth: The more high qual- tivity in high volume can keep the
probability regions. Recognize the ity prospects in the pipeline, the less random dragon tamed.
important random variables that likely that one purchasing manager
Finally, embrace the fact that no
will improve your odds of success. getting fired prevents you from mak- one can know or control everything.
In venture capital fundraising, qual- ing your quarterly revenue. Numbers Therefore, unexplored opportunity
ify the venture firms thoroughly and matter. This is the cardinal rule of lies everywhere. The great unpredictquickly.
most business processes. Success able nature of business ensures that
If a venture fund has not raised new follows hustle, but it must be high success can be found where others
funds in the past five years,
presume it cannot. IBM
don’t waste your time. If you
did not stop Microsoft.
The efforts and variables involved in Microsoft and Dell did
are a semiconductor start-up
doing a series B financing
not stop Apple’s rebirth.
raising venture capital are often
and the target fund has only
Microsoft did not stop
invested in early-stage soft- unappreciated or poorly understood. Google. Google Video
ware start-ups, don’t bother.
did not stop YouTube.
As in many business processes,
Am I stating the obvious
MySpace did not stop
venture fundraising is fraught with Facebook.
here? In fact, I’m not: Too
Complexmany entrepreneurs waste
ity,
chaos
and
randomness
complexity and unpredictability.
too much time chasing the
mean that there will be no
low-probability.
end to entrepreneurial opSecond, recognize that most com- quality hustle. Hustle in the bad- portunity. Next column I will explore
plex situations with unpredictable out- lands is just wasted time. The more the single greatest failure of many
comes are at heart a numbers game. high quality the activity, the more start-ups.
This means that you can improve your you achieve results. In fact, some of
Andrew Waitman is managing partodds of a positive outcome by increas- the most successful tirelessly pur- ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
ing the number of events in which you sue a myriad of ideas, prospects and specializing in early stage investments
participate.
customers, experimenting constantly in high technology companies.
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